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Abstract 
Informatization of education makes to reconsider traditional training courses of computer science, methods, technologies and the 
means of informatization applied in teaching other subjects. In this article we consider the problem of the creation  and use of 
virtual measuring devices in teaching modeling of physical processes.  The difficult or costly experimental conditions, the new 
equipment, the risks connected with carrying out of tests, bulky procedure of mathematical calculations, frequently lack of 
material resources, considerably constrain process of physical researches. Emergence of virtual laboratory of stands and 
simulators became one of solutions of a problem. The resulting stage of modeling is computing experiment, so in teaching 
modeling it is necessary to use virtual laboratory work - connected animated images, which simulate the experimental 
installation. The special system of virtual switches, windows to set parameters of experiment and manipulation with the mouse 
allow students to change operatively conditions of experiment and to make calculations or to build charts. Pedagogical meaning 
of laboratory researches is that students do the analysis results of modeling and conclusions himself. Application of such 
laboratory complexes allows making experiments, to observe and manage them in real time using a personal computer, that 
provides improvement quality of teaching and learning of teaching materials by students. Virtual laboratory installations 
supplement real laboratory installations. This is explained by the modeling capabilities of real experiment, high reliability of their 
work and rather low cost. As at performance of laboratory works most part of time is spent on understanding how to work with 
the installation, by downloading a virtual installation, the student has the opportunity to prepare in advance, having mastered the 
laboratory equipment, examining its performance in different modes. Using technology of virtual devices, it is possible to fully 
reproduce the actual installation as a virtual model, keeping all its functionality. Virtual installations on the monitor screen have 
visual similarity to real installations. Convenient management of the program facilitates understanding of studied processes.  Also 
it is possible to create virtual devices. For today the most powerful and reliable tool for the development of virtual devices is the 
environment of graphic programming LabView of company National Instruments. This article contains the steps in conducting of 
laboratory workshop, their sequence promotes increase of effectiveness of the work, increases relationship of steps and lowers 
their complexity. 
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1. Introduction  
Modeling takes one of the leading positions among the cognition methods, currently used by the science, and is 
of great importance for the formation of a scientific world view. Any science does not operate directly with real 
objects, phenomena, processes and events, but with their models, since the real objects and processes are so 
multifaceted and complex that the best (and sometimes the only) way of learning is often the creation and study of a 
model that shows only some facet of reality. Models are often a description using the formal-logical mathematics. 
And recently with the development of computer science as a discipline, the modeling as a cognition tool wins new 
and new positions in various fields of human activity and is becoming more widespread in the study of the reality. 
The concepts of computer, including mathematics, modeling, the ability to make models of real processes and work 
with them, using appropriate means, become of general cultural and educational value, allowing to obtain 
completely new fundamental knowledge about nature, man and society, to form a new scientific worldview and a 
new information culture and human society. Therefore, professionals of different fields  have to learn the concepts 
and methods of the computer modeling, and have an understanding of the tools used for simulation. 
Methods of information modeling are of particular interest because that is not just a synthesis of a range of 
scientific methods of knowledge: analysis, synthesis, generalization and specialization, abstraction and 
concretization, an analogy, but it also performs a number of important didactic functions: cognitive, trainee’s 
management. In addition the simulation is most adequate to modern requirements to the education system by 
involving the computer into the learning process which contributes to an active form of learning activity. 
The importance of the information modeling skills formation is also confirmed by the analysis of a large number 
of the professiograms of the specialists from the different fields, each of which must include the ability to formulate 
and solve problems, systems analysis, abstraction, formalization, as the information modeling is a component of 
cognitive activity. That is why it is necessary to teach the students using the informational modeling, including the 
mathematical modeling, in the course of study and in the subsequent activity. 
2. The main part of  
The advent of computers has dramatically expanded the ability of modeling, facilitated the transition to a new 
way of theoretical research, called computational experiment. It is based on the mathematical modeling, which is a 
grand bridge uniting two fundamentally different worlds - the environmental objective reality perceived by our 
senses and explored by the different sciences’ instruments, and the abstract world of human ideas ruled by the 
mathematical laws. 
Using computer simulation as a means of solving complex applied problems has in each case of specific problem 
their own specific characteristics. Nevertheless, one can always clearly see the common characteristic and basic 
features, which allows speaking about a unified structure of this process. Currently, the technological cycle of 
computer simulation is conventionally divided into several stages. Although this division is largely arbitrary, 
however, it allows for better understanding of the essence of this method of theoretical studies. 
First, the model is built for the studied object and the solution method and program for its implementation on a 
computer are developed. The next phase is actually making the computations on the machine. This is the stage of the 
computational experiment, when its similarity to the full-scale experiment is most clearly manifested. However if in 
the laboratory the experimenter puts the questions to the nature using a specially constructed installation, in case of 
using the mathematical model he puts these questions using the computer simulation. The answer in both cases is 
obtained in the form of digital information, which remains to be interpreted. Of course, the accuracy of this 
information is determined by the reliability of the model itself. It is for this reason, the major applied research never 
does the full, or as they say, production estimates as soon as the newly written program is made. They are always 
preceded by a period of test calculations. They are necessary not only to "debug" the program, i.e. to find and 
correct any errors and omissions made in the process of the algorithm creation, but also the errors made during the 
implementation of the software. 
In these preliminary calculations, the mathematical model itself is being tested and they find out how well it 
describes a class of phenomena being studied and the extent to which it is adequate to reality. For this purpose some 
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test experiments are computed, for which there are rather reliable measurements. Typically, these experiments are 
performed in the range of, so to speak, moderate values of the parameters that do not have the difficulties, which 
arise in the full-scale studies. Comparison of these data with the results of the computations allows refining the 
mathematical model, and gaining confidence in the correctness of the predictions to be obtained with its help. 
Only after this painstaking exercise is accomplished they commence the prediction phase of the computational 
experiment – with the help of mathematical modeling they predict the behavior of the object in an environment 
where the experiments have not yet taken place or where they are impossible. 
This stage is closely connected with the next stage of the computational experiment – analysis of the results of 
computation, its comprehensive analysis and finally the conclusions. 
Often, especially in the early stages of research, the results are not consistent and the model has to be specified. 
Sometimes they have to both completely review the mathematical model and to approach the study of the situation 
from an entirely different position. In any case, once the model is modified, the whole cycle of the computational 
experiment starts again and ends if the model is adequate, i.e. the computed data agrees well enough with the results 
of field observations. In the latter case, the model is ready to be used for prediction, i.e. the selected mathematical 
model can be used as a basis of computer simulation and as a source of information about the phenomenon under the 
study in the area where there are no experimental data. 
Therefore, the essence of the computational experiment is as follows: on the basis of different variants of the 
mathematical models they perform a computer-assisted study of the properties of the object, process or system, find 
the best parameters and operating modes, specify the mathematical model. 
A computational experiment is a new tool for the theoretical studies. In the case of solution of the physical 
problems, we are talking about the physical organization of the system of theoretical studies based on the computer 
simulation, which organically connects the mathematical model, numerical algorithm, calculations on a computer 
and physical experiment. Of course, the computer experiment gives more information than a physical experiment. 
Great possibilities of computer simulation have been demonstrated in the solution of major scientific and technical 
programs, such as the mastery of nuclear energy and space exploration. It is in the process of working on these 
programs this style of research started taking its shape. Its advantage is that it combines the advantages of theoretical 
and experimental research methods. 
Under the conditions of informatization of education the training using modern information and communication 
technology is becoming the new educational standards, which is implemented in all training structures. Teaching of 
the methodology of mathematical modeling and computer simulation in this case is no exception. This is due, 
primarily, to not unfounded expectations of enhancing the learning process, improvement of the quality of students' 
knowledge, the ability to better meet their individual needs and ensure that they acquire skills of independent 
learning. This is especially important in the implementation of credit system of education and distance education in 
which learning activities of students, mainly focuses on independent and individual work. Moreover, the software 
used in the training simulation, allows expanding the boundaries of experimental and theoretical studies to 
complement the physical experiment with the computational experiment. In some cases the objects of study are 
modeled, in others – the measuring devices. These tools allow you reducing the cost of purchasing the expensive 
laboratory equipment, safety improvement in the school laboratories. The modeling software tools can also include 
the object-oriented software environment, providing the possibility of manipulating a particular class of the object 
models. 
One of the modern tools used in teaching the modeling of the physical processes can be virtual instrumentation. 
This is where the real work of measuring devices is simulated on a personal computer using software that is taking 
place in virtual mode [1]. Virtual instruments are used as a replacement of conventional devices, and for the 
realization of unique measurements, for which there are no conventional instruments. In teaching the modeling of 
physical processes, they are increasingly necessary to obtain additional information about the phenomenon under 
study, by bringing it closer to the real situation and avoiding formal approach to solving the problem. For example, 
when modeling the problem of cooling the body, it is known that the mathematical model in the form of an ordinary 
differential equation of first order in the simplest case, when the temperature is only a function of time, can be 
obtained as follows:  
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where the coefficient r  having the dimension > @1t  is the ratio of cooling. 
To solve it you must have the initial condition 00 TT t   . This equation is easily integrated, if the rate of cooling 
r is constant. However, if r is a function of temperature (which is quite realistic), then the solution of the problem 
has to resort to the numerical methods. This requires experimental data, which can be obtained through the use of 
virtual instruments for measuring time and temperature in the graphical programming environment LabView by 
National Instruments. Today it is the most powerful and reliable mean of developing the virtual appliances with a 
wide range of tools to work with various industrial equipment and instrumentation. 
The use of computer technology significantly expands the modeling capabilities, allowing you to create a "virtual 
reality". The methodology of mathematical modeling and computer simulation, as well as the concept of "virtual 
reality", all of this can be attributed to the modern information technology of acquiring new knowledge, its 
accumulation and use in the study of both natural and social, ‘human dimension’ areas of knowledge. Their use for 
training of simulation of physical processes is effective and fully justified. 
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